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Abstract: In this project, we try to study user profile matching with privacy-preservation in mobile social networks (MSNs) and introduce 

new type profile matching protocols. We first propose an explicit Comparison-based Profile Matching protocol (eCPM) that runs between 

two parties, a leader who initiates the communication and a communicator who responds. The eCPM permits the leader to get the result of 

attribute comparision between their profiles, while preventing their attribute values disclosure. We then propose implicit Comparison-based 

Profile Matching protocol (iCPM) that permits the leader to directly get some messages rather than the comparison result from the 

communicator. The messages unrelated to user profile are often divided into multiple classes by the communicator. The leader implicitly 

chooses the interested class that is unknown to the communicator.  

Two messages per each class are prepared by the communicator, and just one message is often obtained by the leader as per the 

result of comparison on the candidate attribute. We additionally generalize the iCPM to permit complicated comparison criteria spanning 

multiple attributes as implicit Predicate-based Profile Matching protocol (iPPM). eCPM reveals the comparision result to the leader and 

provides only conditional anonymity while iCPM provides full anonymity. We enhance eCPM, referred to as eCPM+, by combining the 

eCPM with a unique prediction-based adaptive anonym amendment strategy. 

Key words: Mobile social network, user profile matching, 

privacy preservation, homomorphic encryption, oblivious transfer 
1 INTRODUCTION 

In social networking electronic 

communication technologies enhance the social 

relations of individuals. The ubiquitous adoption 

of the advanced hand-held devices and also 

the pervasive connections of 

Bluetooth/WiFi/GSM/LTE networks kindled the 

Mobile Social Networks (MSNs). In the MSNs, 

users can surf the net and even communicate with 

users in neighborhood through short-range 

wireless communications [1]–[3]. Owing to its 

geographical nature, the MSNs can handle several 

new applications [2]–[6].  For example, through 

Bluetooth communications, PeopleNet 

[2] permits cost-effective data search among 
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mobile phones in close vicinity; a message-relay 

technique is usually suitable for carpool and ride 

sharing in a local region. By the discovery of  

latent merits of MSNs, recent analysis efforts have 

been focused on how to improve the efficacy 

and potency of the MSN communications.  

Specialized data routing and forwarding 

protocols that take various social features 

exhibited by users in MSNs such as, 

social relationship [3], social selfishness [5], and 

social morality [6] into account are used. A 

positive aspect is that the customary solutions can 

be extended to unravel the MSN issues by 

considering the distinctive social options.  

Personal information is shared in social 

networks where privacy violation can take place 

easily [4] - [7]. Identity presentation and privacy 

terms are key issues that are to be addressed well 

[10], [11],[14]. Extension of social networking to 

mobile environment necessitates extensive 

privacy preservation to user identity because the 

neighbors in their immediate surroundings are not 

known to the users. Malicious nodes exist in 

MSNs who may intrude and store the personal 

information of other users in the MSN to correlate 

it at different times with location information. 

This can disclose the user’s behavior. According 

to various surveys, many Social Networking 

Applications like neighborhood exploring and 

content sharing ones lack feedback or control 

techniques and hence disclose the personal 

information related to the users in MSNs. To 

overcome various privacy violation problems in 

MSNs, many privacy enhancing techniques have 

been employed [2], [9], [14] – [20]. 

For instance, when two strangers 

encounter in an MSN, privacy-preserving profile 

matching assists users to initialize speech with one 

another in a distributed and privacy-preserving 

manner. Several analysis efforts on the 

privacy conserving profile matching have 

been disbursed with a common goal of enabling 

the acknowledgment between two encountered 

users if both the users 

satisfy each other’s criteria while eliminating 

the needless information speech act if they do not. 

The original initiative is associating an agent of 

the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) to a 

server, without revealing her independent 

agency credentials unless the server is 

a real independent agency outlet. Also, the server 

need not reveal its independent agency credentials 

to anyone other than the independent agents. A 

similar example is illustrated in Fig.1. 

 

Fig.1 Profile Matching Between Leader And 

Communicator 

1.1 The Problem 
There are many privacy-preserving profile 

matching protocols [10], [20]–[23] which consider 

the overall similarity between two 

user profiles instead of specific attribute relation. 

They usually check whether the 

proximity level of the two profiles is larger, equal, 

or smaller than a pre-defined threshold parameter 

value. The proximity measurement shows the 

extent of intersection of two sets or 

the distance of two vectors where sets and 

vectors represent user profiles. Moreover, the 

profile matching results are delivered to the users 

who take part in communication making behavior 

linkage possible if the results are unique.  

1.2 Model Of The Network  
 A consistent MSN comprising of N mobile 

users with the same range of bi-directional 

wireless communication is considered. The multi-

pseudonym technique [21], [22] is adopted to 

preserve user identity and site privacy, where 

users make use of pseudonyms as their 

identities throughout the communication, altering 

them periodically. A Trusted Central Authority 
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(TCA) that generates profiles, pseudonyms and 

associated certificates for each and every user is 

employed for bootstrapping which is 

however not concerned in user communication. 

2 RELATED WORK 

 Profile matching is the prominent 

communication option among users in MSNs in a 

distributed manner. Various efforts were put on 

this aspect giving rise to several techniques like E-

SmallTalker for social networking in physical 

proximity, symptom matching scheme for mobile 

health social systems, e.t.c. Profile matching is 

usually based on the profile format and the type of 

matching operations. Popularly used such a 

scheme is FNP which was later enhanced reducing 

complexity. The employed profile matching 

protocols are new and use the comparision result 

for matching [23], [24]. The three proposed 

protocols provide anonymity to user profiles at 

three different levels, viz., eCPM ensures 

conditional anonymity while full anonymity is 

achieved through iCPM and iPPM respectively.  

2.1 Primitives 
 The proposed protocols employ 

2.1.1 Homomorphic Encryption 

 Homomorphic encryption schemes allow 

different computational operations like addition 

and multiplication on ciphertexts. They help users 

to manipulate with the encrypted original text 

even without the knowledge of the secret keys. 

These homomorphic encoding schemes are widely 

employed in knowledge aggregation and 

computation especially for privacy-sensitive 

content. Homomorphic encryption is the backbone 

of the proposed protocols. 

2.1.2 Oblivious Transfer 

 Oblivious Transfer is the cryptographic 

technique in which receiver obtains a piece of 

information from many at the sender but the 

sender does not know which piece is received by 

the receiver. This scheme is used in iCPM and 

iPPM protocols. 

2.2 Explicit Comparison Based Protocol 
 This protocol runs between the leader and 

the communicator and compares the values of a 

specified attribute. The values of attribute are not 

publicized but the result of comparision is 

delivered to the leader. Hence it confirms only 

conditional anonymity. 

2.2.1 Bootstrapping 

 A Trusted Central Authority (TCA) is used 

to generate user pseudonyms, system parameters 

and other keying materials. TCA generates a pair 

of public and private keys for itself and also the 

function necessary to initiate the key technique, 

homomorphic encryption. TCA generates user ids, 

signatures, homomorphic public keys and 

corresponding private keys for all the users. 

2.2.2 Protocol Steps 

 The leader sends its encrypted value of the 

candidate attribute to the communicator. The 

communicator checks the validity of the message 

received and then encrypts its own attribute value 

and calculates the comparision of the two values. 

Then the result is sent in encrypted form to the 

leader. The leader also verifies the validity of the 

message and then decrypts the result. 

2.3 Implicit Comparison Based Protocol 
 This protocol follows oblivious transfer 

technique. The essential assumption is that the 

values of the attributes of the users in the MSN 

are distinct. The leader li selects the category it is 

interested in as Ty by setting the y
th 

element to 1 

and other elements to 0 in λ-length vector Vi 

representing the category. The leader encrypts the 

vector using homomorphic encryption and 

forwards it to the communicator, uj. 

Communicator doesn’t know the value but 

processes it by using homomorphic encryption 

techniques. Then uj computes the ciphertexts with 

input of self-defined messages (s1;h, s0;h) for 1 ≤ h 

≤ λ, two encrypted vectors (mi, di) and its own 

attribute value aj;x. In the last step, ui decrypts the 

ciphertext and obtains s1;y if ai;x > aj;x or s0;y if ai;x 
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< aj;x. Various steps involved in iCPM are 

illustrated in  Fig.2. 

 

 

Fig.2 Steps In  iCPM 

2.4 Implicit Predicate Based Protocol 
 The previously discussed protocols 

compare the values of only one attribute at a time 

which complicates the comparision of multiple 

attribute values. Hence iCPM is extended to span 

multi attribute comparision criteria as a predicate 

without compromising the anonymity of the 

protocol. This is referred to as implicit predicate-

based profile matching approach. The predicate is 

a logical expression containing multiple 

comparisions of different attributes and paves path 

for advanced matching criteria within a single run. 

 In the first step, different from the iCPM, 

ui sends to uj n encrypted vectors of its attribute 

values corresponding to the attributes in A where 

A (|A| = n ≤ w) is the attribute set of the predicate 

Π. In the second step, uj sets 2λ polynomial 

functions fsat;h(x), funsat;h(x) for 1 ≤ h ≤ λ. uj then 

generates 2λn secret shares from fsat;h(x), funsat;h(x) 

by choosing 1 ≤ h ≤ λ, 1 ≤ x ≤ n, and arranges 

them in a certain structure according to the 

predicate Π. For every 2λ secret shares with the 

same index h, similar to the step 2 of the iCPM, uj 

generates θ ciphertexts. uj obtains nθ ciphertexts 

at the end of the second step. In the third step, ui 

decrypts these nθ ciphertexts and finds n secret 

shares of s1;y and s0;y. uj finally can obtain s1;y or 

s0;y from the secret shares. The iPPM is obtained 

by combining the iCPM with a secret sharing 

scheme [25] to support a predicate matching. 

Various steps involved in iPPM are shown in 

Fig.3. 

 

 

Fig.3 Steps In iPPM 

3. CONCLUSION 
 Novel protocols are proposed for solving 

the special comparision-based profile matching 

drawback. Explicit Comparision-based Profile 

Matching (eCPM) protocol provides conditional 

namelessness by revealing the comparison result 

to the leader. Two protocols with full 

namelessness, i.e., implicit Comparison-based 

Profile Matching (iCPM) and implicit Predicate-

based Profile Matching (iPPM) are devised. iCPM 

compares the values of single attribute while 

iPPM spans multiple attribute comparision. iCPM 

and iPPM provide full namelessness. Proposed 

protocols, iCPM and iPPM implement profile 

matching using “>” and “<” operations. A 

possible future work is to increase them to support 

additional operations like “≥” and “≤”. Another 

future work is to cover the predicate data within 

the iPPM. The present work may reveal the partial 

information related to the leader’s interest. 
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